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Conversion certificate 
This document certifies that 

daughter of 

son of 

elected to convert in accordance with the laws of Moses 
and Israel. having an Hallachic Conversion in accordance 
with all the requirements of the Shulchan Aruch that was 
conducted in 

at the Jewish date 
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RABBI MOSHE 



Certificate of Return 

Greetings. 

On the of the month in the year , 
____________ , who is descended of the anusim, appeared 
before us, seeking to return to the Jewish people, and dwell in the shelter 
of the Shekhina. 

Following a thorough investigation as to the sincerity of her /bis 
intentions, and based upon information that we have accumulated, we 
have determined to accept him/her back into Judaism. 

In the presence and in consultation of a court of three, 
accepted the yoke of the Torah and its 

commandments. He was circumcised 
c: 

The aforementioned immersed before a rabbinical court in a kosher 
mikve, . . and reiterated 
acceptance at the Torah ana its CommanCltnen[s. 

We repeated to her/him, in the words of Rabbi Solomon ben Shimon 
Duran.: 

Our God and God of our fathers, bring success to your 
servant and bestow your grace 
upon him. Just as you have moved his heart to return in 
complete repentance before you, so may you plant in his 
heart love and fear of You. Open his heart to your Torah 
and guide him in the path of your commandments that he 
may fmd grace in your eyes. So may it be, and let us say, 
Amen. 

With blessings of Torah and its glory, 

____________ Presiding 



TO WHOM IT MAY CONCERN 

This is to acknowledge that Rabbi Moshe . explained to 
me the Halachic [Jewish Law] procedures he follows ul my Giyur Lachomra 
Returnee Conversion l)r Conditional Conversion. 

Rabbi :tccepts the position of Ramo Even Hawser 4:37 that The 
descendan .. s or lUlusslm[ -Moranos] are deemed as Jews and are permitted to 
marry any Jew or Jewess. The Turei Zohov Taz Even Hoezer 4: 25 further 
explains that one should not worry that way back one of the mothers who was 

married civilly or in Church later separated from her husband and married another 
man.with out first receiving a Get -Jewish divorce from husband number one. Any 
children born would then be mamzarim illegi~imate and be forbidden to marry a 
Jew or Jewess. Taz rules that in accordance with Jewish law there exisst no 
Hallachic marriage for the anussim. Consequently if there is no Hallachic marriage 
there does not exist any need for a divorce this follows the ruling of the Radvaz 
Rav Yakov Emden and Rav Moshe Feinstein in Igros Moshe regarding the status 
of a woman married in a Reform ceremony who separates from husband number 
one has no Get and marries husband number two. The children from husband 
number two anre not deemed mamzarim illegitimate. The reason is because a 
refonn or civil ceremony does not create per se an Halachic marriage. 
Consequently post facto no Jewish divorce a Get is requied for the woman to 
remarry and have children. 
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Aruch Hashulchon Even Haoezer 3: 16 cites the ruling of Bais Y oseph Rav 
Y oeph Karo Even Haozer 3:3 Bias Shmuel Even Haozer 3: 1 0 that the Anusim 
were vigilant of marrying only among themselves and did not inter marry. Aruch 
Hasshulcon Even Haozer 4:62 at end cautions that such ruling depends on the 
behavior pattern of Anusim today. However there always exists the possibility 
that they did intermarry .. See also Aruch Hashulchon Yoreh Dayoh end 268:14, 
15, 16 of laws ofGairus Conversion" if a person comes and claims that he / 
she is Jewish we believe them" This is true providing they are not testifying in a 
Rabbinical Court located in a town or city where every one knows them as non 
Jews. Then we must possess proof that they undelWent an Hallachic conversion. 
See my book Responsa of Jewish law regarding descendants of Moran os Chapter 
21 and Chapter 15 regarding conversions in general. 

Thus we require a symbolic conversion. Descendants of the Moranos are really 
Jewish they do not require any conversion. However to cure the remote possibility 
ofMamzaurs we assume that they are not Jewish and they undergo a conversion. 
The reason is because mamzarus can only exist if one of the ancestors who 
separated from her husband never received a Jewish Get - divorce and remarried 
and had children from husband number two. Since we take·the position that she 
was not Jewish there was no need to receive a Get. See Shalet Yaavetz Rav 
Yaakov Emden This line of reasoning is in addition to the fact that Civil 
marriages or Church marriages are not recognized as an Halachic marriage 
mandating a Get in order to remarry. 

We also rule like the lenient opinion of Rav Moshe Feinstein that post facto 
we do not need evidence that supports the need of a convert to live 100% in 
accordance to Hallacha. Many Rabbinical Corts will NOT recognize our 
conversions. They require the prospective convert to move into a community of 
Orthodox Jews who observe all the laws. The convert will live there for one two 
three or five years take lessons in Jewish laws attend synagouge every day or at 
least every Sabbath, They will then require Sabbath observant witnesses to testify 
as to the religiosity of the prospective convert. 
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by Orthodox Rabbis not certified by the Rabbinate of Israel are having problems. 
I do not have certification. I read this letter I understand all the consequences and 
accept to proceed with the c·onversion. 

signed x 

date x 
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Conversion certificate 
This 'document certifies that 

daughter of fJ Y (!..c (-f.4 I") () V I J/ (J 

. son of 

elected to convert in accordance with the laws of Moses 
and Israel. having an 'Hallachic' Conversion in accordance 
with all the requirements of the Shulchan Aruch that was 
conducted in , "'fflt/C'~ rlEL./ /oL~ 

at the Jewish date pl12-5 -r 'P A- / 0 F ~VCE):: 
)..1 OA, o~ 1J5:#~€l ~773 
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co~esponding to the English date ()(TCJ ~.€~ 0 7 L"'/~ 

The conversion took place under the auspices of a 
tribunal of a Bet Din rabbinical Court of three Rabbis 
chaired by Horav Moshe __ --' ___ '_'. luthor of Res pons a 
on Four Parts of the Shulehan -Ameh -Code of Jewish Law .. 
Rabbi was ordained almost 60 years ago by 
Horav Moshe'Feinstein the greatest Rabbinical authority of 
the twentieth century who also granted him approbations on 
his Hallachic books. He consulted with Rav Feinstein for 
over 30 years. 

in the case of a female-

The conversion consists of [1] Kabolas Hamitzvot the 
commitment to observe all the laws as summarized in the 
Shulchan Aruch [2] and Tevlah Bemikvah -immersion in a 
Hallachic Kosher Mikvah. 

In the case of a male 

[1] Kaboals Hamitzvot Acceptance of all Commandments 
as summarized in the Shulchan Aruch ]2] Millah
Circumcision.[3] Tvilah bemikvah immersioin in a Kosher 
Mikvah. 
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son of 

has met all the requirements mandated by Ha1lacha for . converSlon 

is herewith declared to be Jewish in accordance with 
Hallacha -Jewish law. 

I -
daughter of 

or!/;(v' 
son of ltv (20 /10 11 

is welcomed as a member of the 4000 year Jewish nation. 

May G-D bless with long li.f~ hea.1th ~",:I ~appiness 
. . 

r-,----- - --- v.' II' cl 
daughter of ;tv' {1.tJ flO 1'1 () I 

son of 
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signed 
[1] 

[2] 

[3] /~~ vr).:QUe.. 
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TO WHOM IT MA Y CONCERN 

I herewith acknowledge that Rabbi Moses' . 
-- _ q>lained in great detail that the annwmerii given is nofiCJet -a )eWlsh divorce. It is 

not a sUbstitute for a Get. One must make every effort to obtain a traditional Get authorized by 
the husband and written and witnessed according to Hallacha observing all the laws as stipulated 
in the Shulchan Aruch and Responsa It is only wh~n every effort has been made and the husband 
refuses to authorize a Get that Rabbi r .vill give an annulment in accordance with the 
Laws explained in his book Responsa on the Four Parts of the Shulchan Aroch. 

I understand that the annulment will dissolve only the Jewish marriage. One must still have 
a civil divorce or civil annulment to dissolve the civil mmiage. Otherwise one can not remarry in 
accordance with civil law . One would be in violation of the bigamy laws. 

I further understand that the overwhelming majority of Ha1lachic authorities do not 
recognize Rabbi ~u1ments. They will still consider me in the same marital 
status that I was before receivIng the annulment. If I have relations with an other man after 
receiving the annulment they will consider me as having committed adultery. Any children born 
will be considered as Mamzareim -illegitimate. They will not officiate at any wedding on the 
basis of this annulment. 

There ,of course, will be men who mayor may not accept the. ruling of Rabbi 
that the annulment is Hallchically valid. Rabbi pves no assurances that any men 1 
meet in the future will or will not accept his annulments. 

I herewith acknowledge that all these facts have been fully disclosed to me . 

signed x 

address 

telephone 



Bet Din Tzedek Lebayot Agunot. Inc. j.if~ )" l1':l 
j?)'N. ]1U1))) l11'Y:l' 

CERTIFICATE OF DIVORCE- GET ~IKU 

This document certifies that 

was divorced from her husband 

with a Get Ziku in the presence of Halachic witnesses and a Bet Din in accordance with 
Halacha in the at the following date 

Accordingly. 

is permitted to marry and or continue with her life and behave as one not married. 
It is understood that 

has a civil divorce. Otherwise it is mandatory she obtain one in order not to violate the 
Bigamy Laws. 



~et Din T~dek Lebayot.Agunot, Inc 
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Bet Din Tzedek Lebavot A unnnt Tnc 

ANNULMENT CERTIFICATE 

This document certifies that 

had her Jewish marriage annulled from her husband 

The annulment was prepared in accordance with Hallacha as explained in Rabbi 
Morgenstern's book Responsa on the Four Parts of the Shulchan Aruch .. The annulment was 
given at the following location: 

It was given on the following date. 
Accordingly, 

is permitted to marry and o~ continue with her life and behave as one not married. 

It is understood that 

has a civil divorce or civil annulment. Otherwise it is mandatory that she obtain a civil divorce 
or annulment in order not to be in violation of the bigamy laws. 
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CERTIFICATE OF DIVORCE - GET ZIKU 

This document certifies that 

was divorced from her husband 

with a Get Ziku in the presence of Halachic witnesses and a Bet Din in accordance with 
Halacha in the at the following date 

Accordingly 

is permitted to marry and or continue with her life and behave as one not married. 
It is understood that . 

has a civil divorce. Otherwise it is mandatory she obtain one in order not to violate the 
Bigamy Laws. 
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